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Abstract

Globally designers are concentrating on minimising the impact their buildings make on the environment. Although many claim their
buildings to be sustainable, unless an objective analysis is carried out, it is not possible to determine the impact that a particular building
has on the environment. This paper describes a method that has been developed at the University of Auckland for a detailed life cycle
analysis of an individual house in New Zealand based on the embodied and operating energy requirements and life cycle cost over the
useful life of the building.
? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Throughout the useful life of a house, energy is expended
and costs are incurred to maintain and operate it at a hab-
itable level. Although, historically, attention was focussed
on the operating energy, the importance of both embod-
ied and operating energy attributable to buildings has been
highlighted by recent Australian research [1]. Although it is
possible to claim that buildings are sustainable, for a holis-
tic evaluation of the environmental impact a building makes
on the environment, an objective analysis is required. While
such an analysis should consider both operating as well as
construction requirements of various buildings, the evalua-
tion should cover the total useful life of such buildings. Life
cycle energy if quanti<ed in terms of primary energy can
give a useful indication of the greenhouse gas emissions at-
tributable to houses and therefore the environmental impact.

Although life cycle analysis has been used by researchers
for performance analysis of New Zealand residential con-
structions, all such studies have been limited to a short useful
life of 25–50 years [2,3] based on the requirements speci-
<ed for structural members in the building code [4]. How-
ever, the use of this shorter lifetime would undermine the
potential long-term bene<ts from the energy embodied in
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the building materials used for the construction. Although,
Johnstone [5] used 90 years for his life cycle analysis, main-
tenance schedules used for that study were based on a small
sample of government housing, which may not represent the
general condition in New Zealand. Further, none of these
studies included operating or embodied energy requirements
of appliances/equipment or embodied energy of furniture,
all of which require frequent replacement due to the short
useful life.

The design decisions are evaluated by individual house
owners based on the value provided for the money they
spend among many other things, and therefore the initial
and more importantly the life cycle cost of design deci-
sions becomes a deciding factor. However, as discussed by
Adalberth [6], since buildings last a long time compared
to building materials and equipment, the data required for
an analysis of life cycle energy and cost are numerous and
analysis would be tedious and time consuming. It is there-
fore not practical for a designer to predict the eGect a cer-
tain design decision would have on the environmental im-
pact of a building over its life. It is even harder to compare
one design with another. Therefore, it is often useful for a
designer to have a tool, which will allow a building to be
assessed at the design stage, so that various design options
and strategies can be compared with one another based on
the performance over their useful lifetime.

The Green Home Scheme [7] developed by the Building
Research Association of New Zealand is a rating scheme for
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new residential constructions, aimed to provide designers
with such a tool. However, the Green Home Scheme ap-
proaches environmental impact rating using a broad-brush
manner that considers a wide range of criteria. The method
described in Section 2 of this paper which has been
developed at the University of Auckland as a design tool,
provides a more detailed impact analysis of individual res-
idential buildings in New Zealand. This computer model
was developed with funding from the Public Good Sci-
ence Fund of the Foundation for Research, Science and
Technology of New Zealand.

2. Description of the model

The life cycle analysis model developed at the University
of Auckland, New Zealand is a simple method that can be
used to quantify the environmental impact of New Zealand
house designs over their useful life. This model, which is
based on New Zealand embodied energy data and the use-
ful life of building elements, materials and equipment, for
generic construction types used in New Zealand, allows the
designer to make changes and rapidly to see the diGerences
between a number of possible designs. Therefore, the de-
signers are able to evaluate their designs based on embodied
energy, operating energy and life cycle energy. The deci-
sions can further be evaluated on the initial and life cycle
cost of the building. Most importantly, this model evaluates
the total impact of the building in terms of energy and cost
as it includes items such as appliances and furniture, which
have not been included in the studies carried out so far in
New Zealand.

Simulations can be carried out either by selecting a sam-
ple <le that best suits the project in hand and modifying it,
or from scratch by generating a new <le. Based on the com-
plexity of the design, modelling could take from half an hour
to several hours. Although, the model can be used for com-
parative analyses in terms of life cycle performance, as with
any other simulation method, the model is not intended to
be used to predict the life cycle performance of a particular
design, as predicted performance often may not be matched
by the actual.

Although the model is based on generic construction types
used in New Zealand identi<ed by an initial market survey
of what is being oGered to purchasers by the house manu-
facturers at the current time, this could be adapted easily to
include any other building types that may be identi<ed sub-
sequently. The model was designed this way so that it is in a
format building designers are familiar with. Currently, other
more sustainable building techniques are being investigated
as a second stage and will be added to the model knowledge
base at a later stage.

The embodied energy of building materials commonly
used in New Zealand was initially published by Baird and
Chan [8] and has been updated twice since then. The data
used for the model are the most recent update for New

Zealand building materials by Alcorn and Wood [9]. Main-
tenance schedules are built into the model so that the em-
bodied energy of maintenance can also be included over the
life of the building and are as given in Table 1.

The model uses current prices for building related activi-
ties and energy, to estimate the net present value of the total
investment. The use of real costs, i.e. current costs with no
inJation included (these provide an accurate comparison as
the need to predict future rates of inJation is eliminated),
discounted from the date on which they occur to the be-
ginning of the occupation and then added would represent
the total amount that has to be set aside today to <nance
the expenses throughout the useful life. Although it may be
argued that this does not represent the true picture, provided
the model is used for comparison of competing design alter-
natives, it is possible to measure the life cycle performance
in terms of relative life cycle cost. The data used for the
model are the average installed prices of building materials
and constructions published by the New Zealand Building
Economist [10] and current energy prices. Goods and ser-
vices tax at the current rate of 12.5% has also been added
to the <nal cost.

Greenhouse gas emissions due to New Zealand building
materials are still being studied by the Building Research
Association of New Zealand. However, the model includes
a database of greenhouse gas emissions for New Zealand
building materials derived for this research project based on
the process energy requirements and additional emissions
due to manufacturing processes. Once more complete and
reliable data become available, it can be incorporated into
the model.

The model also includes an indicator of the environmen-
tal impact. With the assumption that the environmental im-
pacts other than greenhouse gas emissions are not location
speci<c, generic construction types used for New Zealand
residential constructions were rated based on the informa-
tion published by Woolley et al. [11,12] for the UK and are
as given in Table 2. The environmental impact indicator is
achieved by coupling this information with the percentage
composition of the life cycle embodied energy. The impact
of the use of a certain generic construction type would be
the assigned rating multiplied by the percentage of the item
in the total life cycle embodied energy. Although it could
be argued that this is not a quantitative assessment as value
judgement is used to rate the construction types, this pro-
vides a reasonable indicator of the impact with the limited
information available. Table 3 rates actual space heating en-
ergy use with respect to the building code requirement for
the common timber framed house. As the purpose of the
rating scheme is to promote better performance, the con-
structions using the standard practice currently would only
be able to achieve the lowest ranking of 5. When the total
environmental impact is calculated the composition of life
cycle energy rather than the embodied energy is used. The
impact would be the product of environmental impact rating
multiplied by the percentage in the life cycle energy.
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Table 1
Replacement cycles for building components and elements

Building component Materials Useful life in years

Substructure Timber piles, concrete slab ¿ 100

Floor Floor framing, joists, Jooring ¿ 100
Walls Timber studs and wall framing, plaster board, insulation, skirting,

brickwork, mortar, cavity ties, Jashings ¿ 100
Fibre cement weatherboard 50
Wooden panelling 30
External rendering 60

Roof Timber/steel roof frame, plasterboard ceiling lining, concrete tiles ¿ 100
Steel roo<ng sheets 40
Gutters and down pipes 20

Electrical work Wiring, switch board, power outlets 50
Joinery Aluminium window frames, external and internal doors, frames,

door and window furniture, glazing 60

Plumbing Hot water service 16
Sanitary <ttings—basins, sinks, baths, shower trays, tapware 30
Copper, PVC and UPVC pipes 50
Towel rail, toilet paper holder 20

Finishes Vinyl Jooring 17
Parquet Jooring 50
Ceramic Joor tiles 30
Wool carpets 12
Wall paper 10
Repaint cladding, doors, rim, ceiling 8
Curtains 8
Repaint roo<ng 10
Kitchen upgrade 30

Furniture 25

Appliances Electric range and oven 15
Microwave oven 12
Refrigerator/freezer 17
Washing machine 14

The model thus generated which is a stand-alone ap-
plication, consists of three basic independent components:
knowledge base, inference engine and graphical user inter-
face. This approach was selected due to the poor quality of
data available at present, which would otherwise inhibit the
use of the model. As better quality data become available
the knowledge base could be updated with reasonable ease.
The knowledge base contains the qualitative and quantita-
tive data such as:

• generic construction types based on elements of a house;
• embodied energy of New Zealand building materials;
• replacement cycles for building materials/components,

appliances and furniture;
• installed prices of building materials/components and cur-

rent price of energy;
• operating energy requirements of appliances, lighting,

hot-water system, etc.;

• greenhouse gas emissions due to New Zealand building
materials; and

• environmental impacts of generic constructions and space
heating energy use.

The inference engine bears the control strategies and rules,
necessary to drive information from the knowledge base
while the user interface which consist of a series of forms,
allows the user to communicate with the model by selec-
tion and input of data, thus allowing the knowledge base to
provide responses.

At present, the graphical user interface requires the user
input based on the quantities of material required to make
the house, while the space heating energy requirement has
to be separately calculated and transferred. This space heat-
ing energy requirement is further modi<ed by the model
depending on the heater type used, while other operating
energy requirements are calculated by the model based on
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Table 2
Environmental impact rating for generic construction types

Generic construction types Rating

Foundation

Timber piles on concrete footing 1
Concrete piles on concrete footing 2
Reinforced concrete continuous footing 3

Floor construction
Timber framed with aluminium foil insulation and particle board Jooring (R = 1:33) 1
Timber framed with 200 mm of glass <bre insulation and 3 mm plywood

and particle board Jooring (R = 4:4) 2
Reinforced concrete slab (R = 1:62) 3

External wall construction
Tongue & grooved solid timber 1
Earth brick wall 2
Timber framed glass <bre insulated with <bre cement weather board cladding (R = 2:2) 3
Timber framed 200 mm glass <bre insulated with <bre cement weather board cladding (R = 4:4) 4
Timber framed glass <bre insulated with brick veneer (R = 2:1) 5

Roof construction
Timber framed concrete tiled roof glass <bre insulated with Jat gypsum plaster board ceiling (R = 1:8) 1
Timber framed metal clad roof with glass <bre insulated Jat gypsum board ceiling (R = 1:9) 2
Timber framed metal clad roof with 200 mm glass <bre insulated Jat gypsum board ceiling (R = 4:4) 3

Floor 3nishes
Parquet Jooring 1
Ceramic Joor tiles 2
Wool carpets 3
Vinyl Jooring 4

Wall 3nishes
Wall papering 1
Wall painting 2

Table 3
Environmental impact rating for space heating energy use

Space heating requirement Rating

Less than 80% of the code requirement but more than or equal to 65% 5
Less than 65% of the code requirement but more than or equal to 50% 4
Less than 50% of the code requirement but more than or equal to 35% 3
Less than 35% of the code requirement but more than or equal to 20% 2
Less than 20% of the code requirement but more than 0% 1
Zero space heating energy 0

the number of occupants and the appliances selected. It is
hoped to link the model to an architectural drawing package
and a thermal simulation package in the future so that the
material quantities generated in the drawing package and
space heating energy requirement, from the thermal simula-
tion package can form the input to the life cycle model.

The model has been used by the students of the School of
Architecture at the University of Auckland for design eval-
uation since 2000. In addition, the model has been validated
using comparative energy studies of New Zealand residen-
tial buildings [13].

The rest of the paper discusses the use of the model for
an analysis of three forms of residential constructions in the
Aucklandregionovera100yearslifetimetoinvestigatetheuse
ofthermalmassandinsulationinatypicalNewZealandhouse.

3. Life cycle energy analysis

3.1. The common New Zealand house

The light-weight timber framed house is the most
prevalent speci<cation in New Zealand [14]. Due to the
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Fig. 1. Section and front elevation of BIAC standard house for NZ.

earthquake code requirements, masonry building is not
common in New Zealand. Apart from a limited number of
architect designed houses, the majority of new constructions
are supplied by companies who prefabricate to a standard
speci<cation and may customise to suit individual client re-
quirement. Therefore, the common house is a prefabricated
timber frame assembled and <tted out on site with either
pole platform or slab on ground foundation depending on
the slope of the site. Generally, the wall construction is a
timber frame, with 94 mm of glass <bre insulation within
the frame. The internal lining is plasterboard while external
lining varies from metal, <bre cement or timber weather-
board, to external plaster on mesh. The common raised Joor
type is particleboard on timber framing insulated with alu-
minium foil draped over the framework. Although this type
of insulation has been shown to have practical problems of
proper installation [15], it continues to be the most com-
mon. Glazing areas are often extensive, single glazed and
usually with aluminium framing. Ventilation is normally
achieved by opening the windows and vapour barriers are
seldom found in New Zealand constructions. Due to the
high number of sunshine hours in both winter and summer,
condensation on single glazing dries out on a daily basis in
winter, and houses often overheat in summer.

3.2. BIAC standard house

The Building Industry Advisory Council (BIAC) standard
house (also known as Modal House of New Zealand) is a
standard design that has been repeatedly used in the past
by many researchers for energy simulations. The house as
published by Baird and Chan [8] is shown in Fig. 1 and is
described brieJy as follows:

• level site,
• Joor area 94 m2 (14 m × 6:7 m),
• three bedrooms with open plan living, dining and kitchen,
• separate bath/shower, WC, laundry,
• sloping ceiling with exposed rafters in living and dining

areas and Jat ceiling to other areas, and
• 12 lights and 16 power points.

The life cycle analysis model developed was used with the
BIAC standard house design to evaluate the use of mass
and high insulation in the light construction type commonly
used in New Zealand in terms of life cycle performance. The
following assumptions were used to facilitate the analysis:

• house is located in Auckland;
• useful life of New Zealand house is 100 years;
• no major refurbishment is carried out during the useful

life other than the normal maintenance to maintain the
habitable level; and

• embodied energy of New Zealand building materials and
construction practices remains static over the useful life.

3.3. Light construction

Speci<cations adopted for this most common construction
used in this analysis as ‘light construction’ are as follows:

• particleboard Joor on raised softwood framing, double-
sided foil draped over Joor frame as insulation;

• softwood framed walls with 94 mm of glass <bre insu-
lation within the framework, plasterboard internal lining
with paint <nish, <bre cement external cladding;

• pitched soft wood truss roof with corrugated metal
cladding, Jat ceiling lined with plasterboard, roof-ceiling
space insulated with 75 mm glass <bre, and

• aluminium framed windows with single clear glazing.

3.4. Concrete construction

The ‘high mass’ version of the timber-framed house, used
in this analysis as the ‘concrete construction’, has replaced
the light timber framed particleboard Joor construction with
a 150 mm thick concrete Joor slab (the thermal mass) and
25 mm thick expanded polystyrene perimeter insulation to
a depth of 500 mm.

3.5. Superinsulated construction

In addition to these two construction types, a highly insu-
lated (or superinsulated) construction was added to the anal-
ysis to investigate the use of additional insulation in New
Zealand houses. This highly insulated construction doubled
the insulation in the common light construction to achieve
an R-value of 4:4 m2 · C=W all around with double-glazing
for windows. Speci<cations adopted for this highly insulated
construction, referred to as ‘superinsulated construction’ in
the analysis, are as follows:

• particleboard Joor on raised softwood framing, with
200 mm of glass <bre on a plywood layer as insulation;

• softwood framed walls with 200 mm of glass <bre insu-
lation within the framework, plasterboard internal lining
with paint <nish, <bre cement external cladding;
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Fig. 2. Composition of 100 year embodied energy for common construction types (furniture and appliances excluded).

• pitched soft wood truss roof with corrugated metal
cladding, Jat ceiling lined with plasterboard, roof-ceiling
space insulated with 200 mm glass <bre; and

• aluminium framed windows with double clear glazing.

The above constructions were modelled for life cycle energy.
Embodied energy was calculated using the model while the
space heating energy requirement was calculated using an-
nual loss factor (ALF) version 3.0 [16]. ALF is an energy
simulation tool developed by the Building Research Associ-
ation of New Zealand, for New Zealand. Houses were simu-
lated for 18◦C whole house heating with whole day heating
(i.e. 7.00–23:00 h). Although this assumption would seem
some what unrealistic in the present context, where thermal
comfort expectations of New Zealanders are presumed to be
lower, the houses are modelled over a period of 100 years
and research [17] suggest that the thermal comfort expec-
tations of New Zealanders would improve over the years.
It was also assumed that main living areas face north-east,
which is desirable for early morning warm up of spaces dur-
ing the winter.

3.6. Analysis of the results

A building element with high initial embodied energy
content could also have a longer useful life leading to a
lower overall embodied energy. Therefore, a comparison of
100-year embodied energy could aid in selecting construc-
tion types based on the life cycle embodied energy. Life cy-
cle embodied energy for the three constructions were 4425,
4764 and 5041 MJ=m2 for light, concrete and superinsulated
constructions, respectively. Therefore the common construc-
tion is 8% and 14% lower in life cycle embodied energy
than the concrete and superinsulated construction types re-
spectively. Fig. 2 is a comparison of 100-year life cycle em-
bodied energy for the three construction types used. For all
the construction types, the major elements (Joor, walls and

roof) collectively represent the bulk of the life cycle en-
ergy (34%, 43% and 38%) of the New Zealand house while
<nishes also make a major contribution due to the shorter
useful life at 34%, 26% and 30% for light, concrete and su-
perinsulated constructions, respectively. Even with furniture
and appliances added, the major elements represent 24%,
31% and 28% with <nishes contributing 24%, 19% and 22%
respectively for light, concrete and superinsulated construc-
tions. More importantly furniture and appliances collectively
contribute 29%, 27% and 26% of the life cycle embodied
energy for light, concrete and superinsulated constructions,
respectively. Fig. 3 is a comparison of 100-year life cycle
embodied energy with furniture and appliances added in.
From the above, it could be concluded that preliminary en-
ergy calculations for the main building elements could aid
in the selection of design and construction types suitable for
any situation.

In order to evaluate the constructions in terms of the
life cycle energy, the operating energy requirements were
then added to the model. Although space heating energy
use would depend on the construction aspects all other op-
erating energy uses would depend on the user behaviour.
According to the thermal simulations using ALF, the space
heating energy requirement for the BIAC house was 2149,
1958 and 1159 kWh=annum. Since published embodied en-
ergy intensities are in terms of primary energy, this space
heating energy load was also converted to primary energy
with the assumption that all houses use 100% eScient elec-
trical heaters for space heating. According to statistics, 95%
of houses in New Zealand use electricity for heating, cook-
ing and hot water [18]. Lighting, water heating, cooking and
other appliance energy requirements were established based
on previous studies [17] on usage patterns in New Zealand.
Fig. 4 shows a comparison of embodied and space heating
energy requirements of the New Zealand house over a 100
year life. Other operating energy requirements have been
disregarded in this analysis, as these would be similar for
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Fig. 3. Composition of 100 year embodied energy for common construction types (furniture and appliances included).
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all three constructions. The initial embodied energy values
for concrete and superinsulated construction types are 30%
more than light construction, while 100 year life cycle em-
bodied energy is only 8% and 14%, respectively more than
light construction. If the life cycle operating energy is con-
sidered, concrete and superinsulated constructions are 9%
and 46%, respectively lower than the light construction type.
Overall life cycle energy for the three construction types is,
17017, 16237 and 11832 MJ=m2, for light, concrete and su-
perinsulated construction types, respectively. Life cycle op-
erating energy contributes 74%, 71%, and 57% of this total
life cycle energy for light, concrete and superinsulated con-
struction types, respectively. The use of additional insula-
tion in the common New Zealand house, which reduces the
space heating energy load, alone could reduce the life cycle
energy by 31% compared to the light construction. Although
life cycle energy of concrete construction is 5% lower than
the light construction the reduction is not very signi<cant in
this case. However, the design used for this analysis was not
speci<cally designed to be a passive low-energy house with
careful positioning of the thermal mass, but is the standard

design used for most New Zealand house constructions by
the developers.

4. Life cycle cost analysis

The life cycle cost of the construction types were then cal-
culated using the model with current energy prices and a 5%
discount rate. Life cycle costs thus calculated represent the
present value of the total investment required over the use-
ful life to maintain diGerent construction types at habitable
level. For light, concrete and superinsulated constructions,
the initial cost is 672, 775 and 827NZ$=m2 respectively,
while the life cycle cost is 917, 1021 and 1049NZ$=m2 re-
spectively. Fig. 5 is a comparison of life cycle energy and
life cycle cost with furniture and appliances disregarded. In
terms of initial cost light construction is 15% and 23% lower
than concrete and superinsulated constructions, respectively.
Even in terms of life cycle cost, the light construction type
is 11% and 14% lower for concrete and superinsulated con-
structions, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of life cycle energy and cost at current energy prices (furniture and appliances excluded).
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Fig. 6. Comparison of life cycle energy and cost at 100% increase in energy prices (furniture and appliances excluded).

Fig. 6 is a comparison of life cycle energy and cost with a
100% increase in energy prices. Even with 100% increase in
the current energy prices, the light construction type remains
10% and 11% lower in life cycle cost than concrete and
superinsulated construction types. Therefore, the marginal
increase in the initial cost associated with higher insulation
does not seem to provide cost bene<t to the individual house
owner in this instance. However, space heating energy re-
quirements contribute 74%, 71%, and 57% of total life cy-
cle energy for light, concrete and superinsulated construc-
tion types, respectively, and the current electricity prices
charged in New Zealand are among the lowest in the OECD
countries [19]. In any case this additional insulation could
buGer the house owner against any sudden increase in en-
ergy prices similar to those experienced by the New Zealand
industries during the recent energy crisis in the form of high
spot prices for bulk electricity, while maintaining the house
at a higher internal temperature, which will oGer improved
comfort and health bene<ts. Further, this analysis was based
on a 5% discount rate, which would represent the rate of re-
turn for money invested. However, as argued by Awerbuch

[20], the bene<ts to the society of using less energy would
continue for a longer period than considered in economic
analyses of this nature.

5. Life cycle environmental impact analysis

The environmental impacts due to the three construction
types were then calculated using the rating system devised
as given in Tables 2 and 3. The New Zealand Building Code
[21] de<nes the requirements for the internal environment
and the space heating energy demand for the BIAC standard
house located in Auckland calculated based on the building
code to be 2050 kWh=annum. Based on this, and the rating
scheme devised earlier, space heating requirements for light
and concrete constructions would be rated 5, while superin-
sulated construction would be 3. Table 4 is a comparison of
life cycle environmental impact for three construction types
in use. The contribution made by various components to the
total varies with the construction type although the contri-
bution by space heating is the most signi<cant. For light,
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Table 4
Comparison of environmental impact of the three construction types

Light construction Concrete construction Superinsulated construction

Rating % LCE Impact Rating % LCE Impact Rating % LCE Impact

Foundation 2 0.29 0.59 3 0.31 0.93 2 0.36 0.73
Floor 2 1.93 3.85 3 3.79 11.37 1 4.03 4.03
Wall 3 4.83 14.50 3 2.78 8.35 4 7.40 29.61
Roof 2 6.23 12.45 2 3.58 7.17 3 9.40 28.21
Joinery 1 4.05 4.05 1 2.33 2.33 1 6.58 6.58
Electrical wk. 1 1.78 1.78 1 1.02 1.02 1 2.20 2.20
Plumbing 1 4.84 4.84 1 2.79 2.79 1 5.97 5.97
Floor <nishes 4 9.09 36.34 2 4.04 8.08 4 11.21 44.84
Wall <nishes 2 4.18 8.36 2 2.42 4.83 2 5.16 10.32
Site energy 1 2.23 2.23 1 1.38 1.38 1 3.14 3.14
Space heating 5 60.55 302.74 5 75.55 377.74 3 44.54 133.62
Total 100.00 391.74 100.00 426.00 100.00 269.25

heavy and superinsulated constructions the contribution due
to construction alone is only 39%, 24%, and 55%, respec-
tively. The total environmental impact of the light construc-
tion type is 31% more than superinsulated construction type
and it is 9% less than that of the heavy construction type. Al-
though the construction impact analysis using embodied en-
ergy could aid in selecting the suitable generic construction
type, life cycle impact analysis indicates the performance of
the building in use. In selecting a suitable construction type,
the total performance has to be considered.

6. Conclusions

The research demonstrates the importance of life cycle
analysis in the eScient use of limited resources in the resi-
dential building sector. For common constructions currently
used in New Zealand houses, operating energy is a signi<-
cant component of the life cycle energy. Reduction of life
cycle energy is not reliant on the use of thermal mass, which
is less common due to the requirements of the earthquake
code. However, if mass is used combined with passive so-
lar design principles it could enhance performance although
this may be diScult to achieve on small sites in Auckland.
Provision of additional insulation does signi<cantly improve
the performance of the common light timber framed house.
Further, though insulation is not a component of sustainable
low-energy housing at present it could be eGective.

The decision to invest or not in additional insulation
would depend on the cost. The initial cost of construction
increases with the additional insulation and remains higher
throughout the useful life. Although the marginal increase in
cost does not provide bene<t to the individual house owner,
it could buGer the owner against any sudden increases in
energy prices while providing improved comfort and addi-
tional health bene<ts. However, economic analysis of this
nature does not provide a true picture of the advantages of
energy eSciency measures to society.

The environmental impact follows a pattern similar to that
of life cycle energy use, and the use of additional insulation
signi<cantly reduces the overall environmental impact.

Finishes, appliances and furniture make a signi<cant con-
tribution over the useful life due to the relatively short life
of these items. Improvements in performance of these could
be expected to improve the performance quite signi<cantly.

• Improved insulation of New Zealand houses would be the
<rst step to lessen their environmental impact.

• For a quick comparative analysis operating energy is a
useful shorthand way to predict the overall environmental
impact.
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